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Potential existence of anti-postperovskite iron nitride Fe4N
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a b s t r a c t

The equations of state for cubic anti-perovskite (APV) and hypothetic anti post-perovskite (APPV) forms
of Fe4N obtained within DFT for the spin polarized and non-magnetic configurations, confirm the
ferromagnetic ground state of APV-Fe4N and a non-magnetic one for APPV. The lower equilibrium
volume for the latter favors pressure-enabled transition: APV/APPV. Chemical bonding analysis
accounting for Fe differentiation into three sublattices for APPV characterized by edge and corner sharing
octahedra, leads to a reinforced FeeN chemical bonding. This is argued to help triggering the pressure
transformation. It is the first case of potential post-anti-perovskite nitride.

� 2010 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The structural transformationsofMinerals indeepGeosphereare
an important challenge for explaining the structure and the prop-
erties of the Earth [1]. Taking into account that MgSiO3 and (Mg, Fe)
SiO3 with the perovskite structure are the main components of the
lowermantle [2] and due to the seismic anisotropy of the D00 layer at
the boundary between the lower mantle and the outer core, the
structural transformation of MgSiO3 was investigated by both Oga-
nov and Ono [3] and Murakami et al. [4]. Both research works
postulated the transformation of perovskite (PV) to the CaIrO3-type
structure, called post-perovskite (PPV). The recent stabilization of
PPV form for several CaBO3 oxides, B ¼ Ru [5], Pt [6] and T ¼ Rh [7]
extended the interest of the post-perovskite structure from Geo-
sciences to Materials Science. For oxide systems such as CaTO3
(T¼ Rh, Pt), we have recently shown [8,9] that the differentiation of
the BeO bonds enhances covalence and plays a major role in
inducing the PV/PPV transformation. Consequently the PPV
structure can be observed for the ABO3 compositions involving a d4

or a d5 element and with an A cation such as Ca2þ.
At the present time, due to the importance of oxides in the Earth

mantle, mainly ABO3 compositions have been investigated.
However the PPV form has been observed for NaMgF3 with the
neighborite structure in a pressure range between 28 and 30 GPa by
Martin et al. [10]. Such an extension of the PPV structure to non-
oxides opens new horizons for the interest of the PPV structure in
r).
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materials science. Consequently compounds with this 2D structure
having both corner-and edge-sharing octahedra can be character-
ized by specific electronic properties. Themetal-insulator transition
observed in Ca1exNaxIrO3 with the PPV structure is an interesting
example [11]. Considering the covalenceof theBeObondas a critical
factor for stabilizing the PPV structure, nitrides would appear as
good candidates for developing novel PPV compounds.

The number of nitrides with the perovskite structure with N
occupying O positions in ABO3, is reduced; ThTaN3 being consid-
ered as the most known [12]. However the ferromagnetic nitride,
Fe4N, is well known since its discovery in last century by K. H. Jack
[13], both experimentally [14e17] and theoretically [18,19] -and
therein cited references. Its formulation, FeNFe3, leads to assign an
anti-perovskite structure in as far as anionic positions are occupied
by Fe. Recent high pressure investigations on Fe4N have pointed out
a decrease of magnetic moment due to decreasing volume at room
temperature, but no phase transformation was reported [20].
Another work indicates a decomposition of the nitride if temper-
ature is used along with pressure [21]. Consequently it was
important to validate through first principles calculations whether
the anti� PV/anti� PPV transformation may occur for Fe4N and
what would be the physico-chemical factors triggering it. This is
investigated herein within the well established quantum theoret-
ical framework of density functional DFT [22,23].
2. Computational methodology

A pseudo-potential approach within the VASP code [24,25] is
used firstly to geometry optimize the nitride and to obtain the
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Table 1
Fe4N: Lattice coordinates for APV and APPV structures. Starting coordinates for APPV
are those of CaRhO3 [7]. Note that Fe2 and Fe3 are equivalent in APV� Pm 3 m

Fe1Fe23N APV� Pm 3 m APPV-Cmcm PPV-CaRhO3[7]
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the corner and edge sharing NFe22Fe34 octahedra in hypo-
thetic APPV Fe4N. Nitrogen, at the center of the octahedra, is not observed. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article).
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equation of state (EOS) in both non spin polarized (NSP) and spin
polarized (SP) magnetic configurations. Besides testing the calcu-
lations for their ability to yield the experimental volume of Fe4N
cubic perovskite [13,17], the method enables optimizing the
structure and parameters for hypothetic APPV phase, starting
from known PPV oxide systems. For initial atomic positions we
start from PPV CaRhO3 by replacing Ca by Fe1, Rh by N and O by
Fe2 and Fe3, cf. Table 1. Then the respective equations of states
(EOS) are obtained to confront the equilibrium volumes and
relative stabilities. This is done through energy-volume curves
fitted with Birch EOS [26]. For these purposes, ultra soft pseudo-
potentials are used. For the treatment of the effects of exchange
and correlation a local density approximation (LDA) [27] has been
adopted. Preliminary test calculations for c-PV with gradient
functional GGA [28] potentials led to unfavorable total energy
with respect to LDA calculations by w 2.8 eV fu�1 while the
volumes were found respectively w 2 Å3 below and above
experimental value. The calculations are converged at energy cut-
offs of 500 eV for cubic APV and 347 eV for orthorhombic APPV
Fe4N respectively for the plane-wave basis set. The k-point inte-
gration is carried out with a starting mesh of 4 � 4 � 4 up to
8 � 8 � 8 for best convergence and relaxation to zero strains. The
Brillouin-zone integrals are approximated using a special k-point
sampling following Blöchl [29].

For a full description of the electronic band structures and of
chemical bonding, the scalar relativistic all-electrons augmented
spherical wave (ASW) [30,31] method is used. Like in the calcula-
tions with pseudo-potentials, the exchange and correlation effects
are accounted for with an LDA functional [32]. In the ASW method,
the wave function is expanded in atom-centered augmented
spherical waves, which are Hankel functions and numerical solu-
tions of Schrödinger’s equation, respectively, outside and inside the
so-called augmentation spheres. In order to optimize the basis set,
additional augmented spherical waves are placed at carefully
selected interstitial sites (IS). The choice of these sites as well as the
augmentation radii are automatically determined using the sphere-
geometry optimization algorithm [33]. Self-consistency is achieved
by a highly efficient algorithm for convergence acceleration [34].
The Brillouin zone integrations are performed using the linear
tetrahedron method with up to 1728 and 1469 k-points for cubic
and orthorhombic phases respectively [29,31]. In the minimal ASW
basis set, we have chosen the outermost shells to represent the
valence states using partial waves up to lmax. þ 1 ¼ 3 for Fe and
lmax. þ 1 ¼ 2 for N and IS. The completeness of the valence basis set
is checked for charge convergence. The self-consistent field calcu-
lations are run to a convergence of DQ¼ 10�8 for the charge density
and the accuracy of the method is in the range of about 10�8 Ryd
(1 Ryd ¼ 13.6 eV) regarding energy differences.

The relative magnitude of the chemical bonding is obtained
based on the overlap population analysis: Sij, i and j being two
chemical species. The crystal orbital overlap population (COOP)
[35] criterion is used as implemented within the ASWmethod [31].
For the purpose of establishing trends of chemical bonding
strength, we show the integratedeunitlesseCOOP (iCOOP): the
larger the area below the curves the larger the bonding is. In the
plots positive, negative and zero COOP magnitudes indicate
bonding, anti-bonding and non-bonding interactions respectively.
3. Geometry optimization and equation of state

Starting from the internal lattice coordinates of PPV-CaRhO3 [7]
we carried out a geometry optimization for the APPV nitride. The
manner of atom replacements is shown in Table 1. For sake of
comparison, the APV atomic positions are also presented; these do
not change upon geometry relaxation. The resulting coordinates for
Fe dispatched into 3 lattice sites, Fe1, Fe2 and Fe3, are seen to
slightly depart from those of the oxide while the base centered
orthorhombic symmetry within Cmcm space group, is preserved.
The resulting APPV nitride structure is shown in Fig.1. Nitrogen, not
seen, is at the center of the Fe22Fe34N octahedra which are edge
sharing through Fe3. With these coordinates the equilibriumvalues
can be sought from calculations assuming both NSP and SP
configurations for both symmetries.

Let us mention here that the calculated total energy pertains to
the cohesive energy within the crystal since the solution of the
KohneSham DFT equations yield the energy with respect to infi-
nitely separated electrons and nuclei. In as far as the zero of energy
depends on the choice of the pseudo-potentials, somehow it
becomes arbitrary; i.e. it is shifted but not scaled. However the
energy derivatives remain unaltered as well as the equations of
state. For this reason one needs to establish the EOS and extract the
fit parameters for an assessment of the equilibrium values. This is
done from (E, V) set of calculations. The resulting E¼ f(V) curves are
shown in Fig. 2. They have a quadratic variationwhich can be fitted
with Birch equation of state (EOS) to the 3rd order [26]:
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where Eo, Vo, Bo and B0 are the equilibrium energy, the volume, the
bulk modulus and its pressure derivative, respectively. The fit
results are given in Table 2. The expected ferromagnetic (SP) ground
state for cubic Fe4N (Fig. 2a) is identified at a larger volume than
assumed non-magnetic (NSP) state [13]. The corresponding SP



Fig. 2. Fe4N: Energy versus volume curves for APV (a) and APPV (b) for non-magnetic
(NSP) and spin polarized (SP) configurations.
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Fig. 3. NSP Fe4N: Site projected density of states for APV (a) and APPV (b). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article).
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lattice constant of 3.67 Å is smaller than experimental value (3.87 Å
[13,17]) due to the use of LDA functional based on the homogeneous
electron gas distribution. This is accompanied by large energy
stabilization by 0.74 eV per f.u. (Table 2) due to magnetic exchange
with M ¼ 6.96 mB per fu; this value is in agreement with former
works [13,18]. On the contrary, the ground state for hypothetic
APPVeFe4N is non-magnetic but very close to magnetic polariza-
tion. This can be inferred from the small energy stabilization of
DE ¼ 0.1 eV per fu and from the stabilization of the ferromagnetic
case at larger volumes than equilibrium (Fig. 2b) for which the
magnetization per fu amounts to M ¼ 2.23 mB, i.e. with a much
smaller magnitude than in APV. This agrees with experimental
finding of a loss of ferromagnetic statewith pressure [20] but points
out the importance of magnetovolume effects within magnetic
nitride systems (cf. ref. [36] and therein cited references).

In both magnetic configurations, the bulk modulus is larger in
APPVeFe4N versus APVeFe4N while being smaller for SP
Table 2
Fe4N: Fit results from Birch 3rd order equation of state for APV and APPV in both
non-spin polarized (NSP) and spin polarized (SP) configurations corresponding to
the curves in Fig. 2

Fe1Fe23N APV 1 fu APV 1 fu APPV 2 fu APPV 2 fu

NSP SP NSP SP

Energy (eV) �46.02 �46.76 �93.04 �92.83
Volume (Å3) 46.92 49.32 90.32 92.02
Lattice constants (Å) 3.60 3.67 2.509 2.525
b
a 3.86 3.86
c
a 2.96 2.96
Bulk modulus (GPa) 322 228 337 240
configuration in each phase due to the higher compressibility of the
magnetic state. This is concomitant with smaller volume for
APPVeFe4N and lets suggest that this phase could be obtained by
applying pressure. The larger Bo values for APPV for both NSP and
SP, are likely due to the improved compactness of the octahedra
within the layer, in as far as they are assembled into corner as well
as edge sharing motifs in APPV phase. In other words the system
should present a larger incompressibility within the layers than
between them so that the average incompressibility is higher. In
both varieties, the magnitude of B0 amounts to 4, a value usually
encountered [38].

4. Electronic structure and chemical bonding

Using the equilibrium values of equilibrium ground states (Table
2) we calculate the electronic structures and the properties of
chemical bonding for both forms. While extensive results on the
magnetic structure both from experiment and theory for APVeFe4N
are available [13,17e19,36,37], we focus here on the site projected
DOS and chemical bonding of the non-magnetic configuration.

4.1. Density of states

At self-consistent convergence, charge transfer is observed from
Fe and N towards IS with amounts of w 0.5e1 electron. These
transfers are not meaningful of an ionic character such as N3e, not
encountered in such calculations on one hand and they point to
a covalently bonded nitride system on the other hand.

The site projected density of states (DOS) are shown at Fig. 3;
energy reference along the x axis is with respect to the Fermi level
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(EF). Due to a twice larger APPV unit cell with respect to APV one,
the DOS (y-axis) are twice larger in Fig. 3b versus Fig. 3a. Both
systems are characterized by a metallic behavior in such a spin
degenerate magnetic configuration with a large contribution from
Fe sites. In the mean field Stoner theory of band ferromagnetism
[39] this is indicative of an instability of the system in such a spin
degenerate configuration and that spin polarization should occur
on Fe sites as mentioned above. The lower part of the valence band
is dominated by nitrogen s states which have similar shape to Fe.
The N-p states are found around �10 eV with same shape as Fe
PDOS, whence the bonding between them. The Fe-d states at the
Fermi level are of non-bonding nature; their main contribution is in
the onset of the magnetic moment.
4.2. Chemical bonding

The DOS results can be further assessed in a chemical bonding
qualitative analysis. Focussing on the bonding between the iron
different sites with nitrogen, we show the integrated e unitless e

COOP (iCOOP) in Fig. 4. The larger the area below the curves the
larger the bonding is. For the purpose of enabling comparison in
magnitude, the same number of atoms is taken for a given FeeN
interaction, i.e. 1:1 for APV and 2:2 for APPV. In the cubic APV, the
difference of iCOOP magnitudes arises from distance criteria
because d(Fe1eN) ¼ aO3/2 while d(Fe2eN) ¼ a/2 leading to
stronger bonding for the latter. However when the relative bonding
strengths are examined in APPV, and considering the distances; d
(Fe1eN) w 2.9 Å, d(Fe2eN) w 1.9 Å and d(Fe3eN) w 1.8 Å, the
distance criterion is found responsible of difference for (Fe1eN)
versus (Fe2eN) and (Fe3eN) iCOOP areas, i.e. the larger the
interatomic spacing, the weaker the bonding. But interatomic
sparation is not sufficient to explain the changes in bonding
between (Fe2eN) and (Fe3eN). It can be argued that the enhanced
covalence of Fe3-N due to the edge sharing Fe22Fe34N octahedra
through Fe3 should be at the origin of the difference. This is a new
feature brought by the post-perovskite structure. It can also be
invoked to explain the relative hardening of the system in this
structure (cf. Table 2).

5. Conclusion

Using theoretical modeling tools within DFT, the equations of
state (EOS) of anti-perovskite and anti-post-perovskite Fe4N were
established in both spin degenerate and spin polarized configura-
tions. In agreement with experimental and theoretical literature,
the ferromagnetic ground state is found for ambient phase at
smaller volume for anti-perovskite while the ground state for anti-
post-perovskite Fe4N is non-magnetic. Its smaller volume suggests
a pressure-enabled transition: APV APV/APPV which is helped by
a change of the nature of the chemical bonding due to the increased
covalence within anti-post-perovskite, characterized by corner as
well as edge sharing Fe6N octahedra contrary to only corner sharing
octahedra known for the perovskite structure. It is an original
proposition of an anti-post-perovskite structure chemical system.
The stabilization of a high pressure form of Fe4Nwith the anti-post-
perovskite structure in the low mantle could be a possible way for
the sequestration of nitrogen in the earth.
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